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Preface
Information Technology (IT) has become an integral part of many
organizations and is fundamental to sustain business growth, innovation
and transformation and support continuing operations in most
organizations. Information Technology and its effective management is
a fundamental cornerstone of any well-run business. Insuring that this
cornerstone is optimized is all about optimizing the business side of IT.
IT governance is vital to the success of the IT function within corporate
enterprises on a global basis.
The purpose of the pocket guide is to provide a comprehensive checklist
for the Board, executives, managers and most of all, CIOs and IT
professionals. It provides a guideline to use in any organization and in any
industry to formulate and tailor an effective approach to IT governance
and to help transition the IT organization to a higher level of business/
IT alignment, maturity, effectiveness, and value creation function for
an organization. It is derived from the book entitled, “Implementing
IT Governance – A Practical Guide to Global Best Practices in IT
Management” published by Van Haren Publishing.
This title lays out a roadmap to executing within a comprehensive
governance framework. It provides a comprehensive checklist that will
help the board, executive management and, most of all, CIOs and IT
professionals, think through what has worked, what can work and how
to plan and deploy IT governance successfully. The pocket guide provides
a summary checklist of all of the key components and critical success
factors to make IT governance real, effective and sustainable. It represents a
valuable resource for all business and IT practitioners, and brings together
every critical aspect relating to IT management and governance.
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The book reinforces the fact that IT cannot run as an independent silo. It
must be aligned and integrated properly with the business and all facets
of the organization. It represents an excellent instructional supplement, as
well as a thorough source of reference. Each topic has a very detailed list of
informational details. It is a must-have for every executive or manager who
deals with IT, as well as every professor teaching business and IT courses.
The full details of all material referenced in this Pocket Guide are found in
the main title: Implementing IT Governance ISBN: 9789087531195
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Chapter 1
Introduction to IT/business
alignment, planning, execution
and governance
1.1

Overview

The issues, opportunities and challenges of aligning information
technology more closely with an organization, and effectively governing
an organization’s information technology (IT) investments, resources,
major initiatives and superior uninterrupted service, is becoming a major
concern of the Board and executive management in enterprises on a global
basis. Information technology (IT) has become a vital function in most
organizations, and is fundamental to support and sustain innovation and
growth.
Therefore, a comprehensive top-down approach, with bottom-up
execution of IT governance, which includes all the activities of business/
IT alignment, planning, execution and governance of IT, as well as
the leadership of those entrusted with the task, is critical to achieve a
cost effective solution. Effective ‘management’ includes the activities of
planning, investment, integration, measurement and deployment, and
providing the services required to manage a complex strategic asset.
None of this is easy, or obvious, and this pragmatic and actionable ‘how
to’ pocket guide is intended to draw from about 200 current and emerging
best practice sources, and over twenty IT governance best practice case
studies.,
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1.1.1 Major challenges and issues faced by IT
In our research, we compiled a list of IT challenges and issues, identified
by multiple independent sources. There appears to be a common thread
running through these issues and therefore, we have summarized them into
strategic, value enhancing and execution questions.
Board and executive questions for IT:
•	Does the IT strategy align with the business strategy?
• Is the IT investment justified, based on its contributions to the business?
• How likely will IT meet or exceed its plans, objectives and initiatives?
• Is IT being managed prudently or effectively? How is it measured?
• How is IT delivering value? Is there a consistent IT business case format
used for justifying IT investments?
• Is IT developing and maintaining constructive relationships with
customers, vendors and others?
• Is IT delivering projects and services on time, within scope, within
budget and with high quality?
• Is IT staffed adequately, with the right skills and competencies?
• Is there a standard measurement for IT investment across the firm?
• How does IT management and operations compare to other best
practice organizations?
• How is IT managing and planning for contingencies, disasters, security,
and back-up?
• How is IT measuring its performance? What are the key performance
measures?
• How effectively is IT communicating its progress and problems to its
constituents?
• What controls and documentation have been instituted in IT? Are they
sufficient?
•	Does the Board review and possibly approve the IT strategy?
Copyright protected. Use is for Single Users only via a VHP Approved License.
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• Is a risk management policy, assessment and mitigation practice
followed for IT?
• Is IT compliant to federal, state, country (for global organizations)
regulations, and to internal policies and controls?
•	Are IT audit policies, procedures and processes in place and followed?
• Is there a succession plan in place for the CIO and key direct reports?

1.1.2 Summary of key strategic, value enhancing and
execution questions:
Strategic questions - Are we doing the right thing?
Is the investment in IT:
• in line with our business vision and strategy? is the board and/or
executive operating management involved and committed?
• consistent with our business principles, plan and direction?
• contributing to our strategic objectives, sustainable competitive
differentiation and business continuity support?
• providing optimum value at an acceptable level of risk?
• representing a long-term view (roadmap)
• including an architectural roadmap, based on a detailed analysis of the
current state or condition of IT?
•	Does the CIO have a seat at the “C” table?
Value questions – Are we getting the benefits?
Is there:
• a clear and shared understanding and commitment to achieve the
expected benefits? In what areas? How?
• clear accountability for achieving the benefits, which should be linked
to MBOs and incentive compensation schemes, for individuals and
business units, or functional areas?
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Are they:
• based on relevant and meaningful metrics?
• based on a consistent benefits realization process and sign-off?
Delivery and execution questions – Are we deploying well and
effectively? How do we measure our results?
Metrics include:
• scalable, disciplined and consistent management, governance, delivery of
quality processes
• appropriate and sufficient resources available with the right
competencies, capabilities and attitudes
• a consistent set (of metrics) linked to critical success factors (CSFs) and
realistic key performance indicators (KPIs)
• succession planning
Major IT challenges must be dealt with as part of an IT planning and
governance process
Total Cost of Ownership &
IT Value Proposition

SOX/Other Compliance

Architecture & Applications

• ROI based decisions for new investments based on IT enabled
business changes, reducing costs, competitive differentiation
and keeping the lights on; do more with less; re-invest savings

• Sustainable Compliance Model

• Implement scaleable, secure, open architecture &
standardized solutions

Security

• Impenetrable, scaleable and cost–effective security
policies, processes & controls

Asset Optimization

• Optimal infrastructure and other asset utilization:
Physical Assets, Human Capital & Strategic Sourcing

On Demand Management &
IT Investment

Business/Competitive
Intelligence

• Manage on demand requests in a consistent, manner

• Data Strategy: Transform raw data to knowledge &
intelligence

Figure 1.1 Major challenges for IT
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Figure 1.1 summarizes the major IT challenges being addressed by a large,
global software organization, as part of its IT planning and governance
process.
Basically, it comes down to the need for a plan that can be executed. At
the same time, the role of the CIO is also undergoing significant change.
Successful CIOs recognize that IT has become far more than a means of
increasing efficiency and reducing costs. Rather, they see IT as a prime
stimulus for, and enabler of, business innovation – and themselves as
key collaborators in a process that develops business and IT strategies in
unison.

1.2 Definition, purpose and scope of
IT governance
Definition of IT governance:
Governance formalizes and clarifies oversight, accountability and decision
rights for a wide array of IT strategy, resource and control activities. It is
a collection of management, planning and performance review policies,
practices and processes; with associated decision rights, which establish
authority, controls and performance metrics over investments, plans,
budgets, commitments, services, major changes, security, privacy, business
continuity and compliance with laws and organizational policies.
Purpose of IT governance
IT governance:
• aligns IT investments and priorities more closely with the business
• manages, evaluates, prioritizes, funds, measures and monitors requests
for IT services, and the resulting work and deliverables, in a more
consistent and repeatable manner that optimize returns to the business
• maintains responsible utilization of resources and assets
• establishes and clarifies accountability and decision rights (clearly defines
roles and
authority)
Copyright
protected.
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• ensures that IT delivers on its plans, budgets and commitments
• manages major risks, threats, change and contingencies proactively
• improves IT organizational performance, compliance, maturity, staff
development and outsourcing initiatives
• improves the voice of the customer (VOC), demand management and
overall customer and constituent satisfaction and responsiveness
• manages and thinks globally, but acts locally
• champions innovation within the IT function and the business
Scope of IT Governance:
Key IT governance strategy and resource decisions must address the
following topics: (Modified from Weill and Ross, 2004; Popper, 2000)
• IT principles – high level statements about how IT is used in the
business (eg scale, simplify and integrate; reduce TCO (Total Cost of
Operations) and self fund by re-investing savings; invest in customer
facing systems; transform business and IT through business process
transformation; strategic plan directions, PMO (project management
office), sustain innovation and assure regulatory compliance, etc.)
• IT architecture – organizing logic for data, applications and
infrastructure captured in a set of policies, relationships, processes,
standards and technical choices, to achieve desired business and
technical integration and standardization
• SOA architecture – service oriented architecture (SOA) is a businesscentric IT architectural approach that supports the integration of the
business as linked, repeatable business tasks or services; SOA helps
users build composite applications that draw upon functionality from
multiple sources within and beyond the enterprise to support business
processes
• IT infrastructure – centrally co-ordinated, based on shared IT services
that provide the foundation for the enterprise’s IT capability and
support
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• business application needs – specifying the business need for
purchased or internally developed IT applications
• IT investment and prioritization – decisions about how much and
where to invest in IT (eg capital and expense), including development
and maintenance projects, infrastructure, security, people, etc.
• people (human capital) development – decisions about how to
develop and maintain global IT leadership management succession and
technical skills and competencies (eg how much and where to spend
on training and development, industry individual and organizational
certifications, etc.)
• IT governance policies, processes, mechanisms, tools and metrics
– decisions on composition and roles of steering groups, advisory
councils, technical and architecture working committees, project teams;
key performance indicators (KPIs); chargeback alternatives; performance
reporting, meaningful audit process and the need to have a business
owner for each project and investment

Successful IT governance is built on three critical pillars –
leadership, organization and decision rights, scalable
processes and enabling technologies
Effective IT governance is built on three critical pillars. These pillars
include: leadership, organization and decision rights, flexible and scalable
processes, and the use of enabling technology (Luftman, 2004; Board
Effectiveness Partners, 2004; Melnicoff, 2005; Pultorak and Kerrigan,
2005):
• Leadership, organization and decision rights - define the organization
structure, roles and responsibilities, decision rights (decision influencers
and makers), a shared vision and interface/integration touch points and
champions for proactive change:
− roles and responsibilities are well defined with respect to each of the
Copyright protected. Use is for Single Users only via a VHP Approved License.
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IT governance components and processes, including the steering and
review hierarchies for investment authorizations, resolution of issues
and formal periodic reviews
− clear hand-off and interface agreements and contracts exist for
internal and external work and deliverables
− motivated leaders and change champions with the right talent, drive
and competencies
− meaningful metrics
−	CIO is a change agent who links process to technology within the
business, and provides the tools for enablement and innovation
• Flexible and scalable processes - the IT governance model places
heavy emphasis on the importance of process transformation and
improvement: (eg planning, project management, portfolio investment
management, risk management, IT Service Management and delivery,
performance management, vendor management, controls and audits,
etc.):
− processes are well defined, documented, measured
− processes define interfaces between organizations and ensure that
workflow spans boundaries and silos including organization, vendors,
geography, technology and culture
− processes should be flexible, scalable and consistently applied, with
common sense
• Enabling technology - leverage leading tools and technologies that
support the major IT governance components:
− processes are supported by software tools that support the IT
imperatives and components (eg planning and budgeting, portfolio
investment management, project management, risk and change
management, IT Service Management and delivery processes,
financial, asset and performance management and scorecards, etc.)
− tools provide governance, communications and effectiveness metrics
to accelerate
decisions,
follow-up
and management
actions
Copyright
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If any one of the above pillars is missing or ineffective, the IT governance
initiative will not be effective or sustainable. In addition, over dependence
on one dimension over the others will result in sub-optimal performance.

IT governance – decision rights and authority
Peter Weill and Jeane Ross (Weill and Ross, 2004) identified the concept of
IT decision rights as an important component of effective IT governance.
The purpose of a decision rights matrix is to identify the IT decision
influencers and decision makers in an organization, to clarify the decision
roles and authority levels for the major IT areas. It eliminates confusion,
identifies accountability and clearly defines decision roles and scope.
Figure 1.2 provides an illustrative example of a partial IT governance
decision rights matrix for a financial services organization.

IT/business steering and governance boards, working
committees and roles
Many top performing companies have established multi-level and multidisciplinary business/IT steering and governance boards and working
committees, with clear roles and responsibilities, to ensure appropriate
commitments, sponsorship, escalation, ownership, more effective
communications and more formal visibility and commitment of the Board,
executive management and other constituents.
Why are they important?
They:
• help to ensure alignment across all of the parts of an organization; it
is recognized that the demand for IT resources will exceed available
resources/budget, and establishing organization wide and business unit
priorities is essential
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A decisions rights matrix identifying decision
decision roles and authority levels for the major it governance components

is necessary to clarify

IT Governance
Component
IT Principles (High
value statements
about how IT will
be used to create
business value)

Input to
Decision Authority
Comments/Examples (Varies
Decision
by Organization)
Business Units IT Senior Leadership Group & CIO; • Scale, simplify, integrate
• Reduce cost of IT & self fund
• Re-engineer/consistent
processes
• Invest in customer facing
systems
• Investment $ Threshold
Approvals
• Key Performance
Indicators/CSFs
IT Investment, Plan,
Business Units IT Steering Committee (ITSC)
• ITSC recommends priority
Prioritization, Critical
(Business & IT Executives),
to CEO for any projects
Success Factors and
Projects over $500K:
requiring over $500K
Key Performance
• Identify, track and measure
Indicators (KPIs)
critical success factors and
associated KPIs
Business Applications Business Units IT Steering Committee
and Corporate
application spend must be
Functional Unit
approved during the annual
Heads
budgel process, and if over
$500K, approved by ITSC
IT Steering
IT Architecture/Technology
IT Infrastructure and
Committee
Review Board (and Business Units spend must be approved
Architecture;
Outsourcing &
IT Steering
(for related applications)
during the annual budget
Vendor Management; Committee +
Senior leadership (Depends on
process, and if over $500K,
+++Others
Business Units scope)
approved by ITSC.
initiative should be
recommended by ITSC &
Group

Figure 1.2 IT governance decision rights (financial service organization)

• provide a forum for investment decision-making which is synchronized
with the business
• build an enterprise view and help to eliminate stovepipe systems,
processes, and duplication of effort across the organization
What (charter) should they focus on?
Boards should aim:
• to review and approve strategic plans, major programs/projects and
establish priorities among competing requests for resources to ensure
that everyone is aligned on those initiatives with highest ‘value add’ to
the organization as a whole
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• to establish and support processes where needed, to effectively fulfil the
charge outlined
• to conduct formal periodic reviews of major initiatives, and operational
service performance
Roles and responsibilities:
They:
• review and approve overall IT plans
• review, prioritize, approve major IT investments
• conduct formal periodic project progress and performance reviews
• final escalation point for major IT/business issues resolution
• support and sponsor IT governance policy and process improvement
programs impacting the Executive Steering Board membership
organizations, and help deploy them in their organizations
Other steering and working committees:
• Successful IT governance requires multi-level and multi-functional
participation. Many organizations establish additional business/IT
working committees at the business unit level, as well as major
functional areas such as supply chain management, global financials,
marketing and sales, research and development, and others as necessary.
•	Program and projects working groups focus on specific initiatives.
Figure 1.3 illustrates an example of the IT/business steering and
governance boards and roles at multiple levels for a large organization.

IT demand management - sources and classifications
Typically, requests for IT services should be identified and accommodated
for in the strategic and tactical plans and budgets. If they are not, they are
classified as ‘out-of-plan’. Therefore, each request should be evaluated on its
own merits against consistent evaluation criteria discussed in more detail
in
Chapterprotected.
3.
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Board/CEO
• Business/IT Plans – Alignment
• IT Plan Review & Approval
• Investment Portfolio
Management Selection,
Prioritization, Funding and
Authorization
• Formal Periodic Progress &
Performance Reviews
• Fianl escalation points for
issues resolution
• Multi-level management
and working boards with
different focus areas –
Architecture, Technology
Interoperability, COBIT,
PM, Security and
ITL Processes and
Effectiveness

Executive & SBU
Steering Boards

CIO Operating/Technical Board
Department-wide

Architecture, Infrastructure,
Security, Risk, Continuity, etc

PROGRAM/TECHNOLOGY/ARCHITECTURE/
INFRASTRUCTURE/OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT/WORKINGBOARD(S)

Program/project repository,
Systems and Operations
Documentation Repository

Vendor Sourcing
& Outsourcing

Plans, Budget, PMO,
Performance Metrics,
Financials, etc

Roles and Responsibilities must be
defined for each Project and Service
and will vary by as defined in a
Responsibility Assignment Matrix

PROGRAM/
PROJECT/OPERATIONS/
ARCHITECTURE/
INFRASTRUCTURE TEAMS

Program/Project/Operations
Managers: Day-to-Day
Management of the
Program/Project and
Operations/Infrastructure

Working Groups,
Subteam Management

Business and IT Executives:
Multi-Level – Enterprise, SBUs &
Major Functions – Supply Chain,
Marketing & Sales, Customer
Service, R&D, Finance, etc.

APPLICATION &
TECHNICAL
SUBTEAMS

PROGRAM/PROJECT &
ITIL MANAGEMENT
OFFICE (PMO/ITIL) – CIO
and in each Directorate.
Policy, process, tools,
training, facilitation,
tools, training, facilitation, audit, certification,
reporting (Certer of
Excellence)

USER
SUBTEAMS

Subteams:
Specialists,
Task Delivery,
Assemble as
Necessary

Figure 1.3 IT/business steering and governance boards, working committees and roles

Demand for IT services generally comes in several flavours — mandatory
(‘must do’s’ such as addressing service interruptions, standard maintenance,
keeping the lights on and/or regulatory compliance) and discretionary
(‘could do’s’ if aligned, feasible, cost justified, strategic and/or requested by
executive management). Both mandatory and discretionary requests should
be approved by the business/IT leadership in the IT strategic and operating
plans, or in accordance with an organization’s decision rights and approval
authority guidelines established for IT.
The following considerations will further help prioritize business needs
with IT:
• clearly define and relate the value (eg cost reduction, containment and
avoidance;
increased
revenues;
fasterUsers
accessonly
to information;
shorter time
Copyright
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to market etc.) that IT provides in support of the business
• identify value adding activities (eg value chain and other business
models/attributes) and strategies that would enhance then through IT.
• focus on listening to the voice of the customer
• ensure that all IT initiatives are evaluated using a consistent, but flexible
set of investment selection, prioritization and review criteria, to assure a
strong link to the business plan, project implementation and on-going
operations
• develop a strategic IT plan that identifies major initiatives, technical/
architecture, operational, organizational, people development and
financial objectives and measurements in support of the business
Figure 1.4 illustrates a demand management chart for a major bank.
Mandatory or Core
(Business Enablement)

Type of Request or Demand Mgt.
Service Interruption (Break & Fix)

Comments/Description
A problem caused the disruption of IT

Maintenance

as soon as possible
Scheduled maintenance must be
performed to keep applications and

Keep the Lights On and Legal/
Regulatory

Discretionary* (Require ROI)

Major New/Change (Complex)
Initiatives (Full Risk Mitigation)

Fast Track (New/Change) (Simple
or Limited Scope)

Standard (Repetitive) Request

Strategic

Major initiative – Realistic ROI
may not be doable – too early

The costs and resources required
to support the basic steady state
operations of the business, including
some components of infrastructure
Complex new initiatives or major
changes (major enhancements or
or infrastructure that provide new or
additional functionality or capacity
Simple new initiatives and minor
changes that do not required the rigor
and discipline of a complex initiative
and be fast tracked.
Describe product/ service (functions,
features and price in a product/service
catalogue)
A strategic initiative may fall into
mover (new product or service); R & D;
competitive advantage, etc.

* Note: Criteria for differentiating between complex or fast track initiatives or service catalogue listings will vary for each
organization.

Figure 1.4 IT demand management classifications
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Business/IT governance performance management and
the Balanced Scorecard
A performance management plan must be developed for IT. The
development of the performance management plan should be a
collaborative effort between the business and IT. It should be based on
a number of objectives, such as strategic, financials, customer, quality,
process innovation, operational and service effectiveness which, in turn,
support an organization’s business vision, mission, plans, objectives and
financials.
It is important to measure the performance of IT in terms that can be
understood by the business. It is equally important to have two types of

Should link Critical Success Factors (CSFs) to Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) for Business and IT
(Illustrative Example)
Balanced Score Card – Key Performance Measures – Business*
•
reduction, etc.
• Strategic/Customer – new product/service development, intellectual property, asset management,
portfolio valuation, customer satisfaction, etc.
• Internal/External Processes – process and/or technology innovation and transformation in sales
and marketing, productivity, regulatory compliance, human resources, operations, engineering,
manufacturing, customer service, IT, purchasing, vendor management, etc.
• Learning and Growth –
R+D investments, etc.
Link Business to
IT Metrics
Balanced Score Card – Key Performance Indicators - Information Technology*
• Financials –
, cost reduction & self funding, budgets/actuals/variances, ROI,
Payback, NPV, cost per IT customer, % of IT budget to revenue
• Strategic – competitive positioning, business value, alignment, differentiation through technology,
growth, etc.
• Customer (User) Satisfaction – ownership, commitment, involvement, part of team, level of service
• Employee Satisfaction/People Development –
• Program/Project Management Process* – time/schedule, budget/cost, deliverables, scope, quality,
resources, number of risks, number of changes, key issues, earned value, % of rework, etc.
• Service (Operations) Process* – service levels, uptime, service delivery, reliability, redundancy, availability,
problem reporting and control, scalability, back-up & disaster recovery plans, mean time to repair,
response times, amount of errors and rework, etc.
* (Note: For each category, more granular metrics are available, depending what needs to be measured))
? 001

Figure 1.5 Select Balanced Scorecard metrics for business and IT governance
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reporting systems based on critical success factors and key performance
indicators: those that are developed by IT for the external (out of IT)
environment, such as executive management, the Board and the business
managers, and those developed for internal use by IT management.
The execution of these plans and objectives must be monitored and
measured by a combination of Balanced Scorecard key performance
indicators (KPIs), as well as formal and informal status review meetings
and reports (eg report cards, dashboards). Figure 1.6 illustrates high level
business and IT Balanced Scorecard categories and related metrics. The
outcomes should link critical success factors to KPIs that are measurable,
part of a standard reporting system and linked to a governance component.
If one cannot measure the result, they do not count. Chapter 8 provides
more details on performance management, controls, Balanced Scorecard
and other metrics.

1.3

Steps in making IT governance real

IT governance represents a journey towards continuous improvement and
greater effectiveness. The journey is difficult, but can be facilitated by the
following steps:
• must have a corporate mandate from the top - the Board and the
executive team (including the CIO) committed to implementing and
sustaining a robust governance environment
• must have dedicated and available resources - identify executive
champion and multi-disciplinary team (to focus on each IT governance
component)
• do homework – educate yourself on past, current and emerging best
practices
• market the IT governance value propositions and benefits to the
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

organization - develop and conduct a communications, awareness and
public relations campaign
develop a tailored IT governance framework and roadmap for your
organization based on current and emerging industry best practices
assess the ‘current state’ of the level of IT governance maturity, or other
frameworks that relate to specific IT governance components, such as
project management maturity model (PMMM), vendor management
(eSCM), performance management (Balanced Scorecard) and others,
as a reference base (where are we today?), using a leading industry best
practice framework such as CMMI or another framework that may
apply to a specific component of IT governance
develop a ‘future state’ IT governance blueprint (where you want to be)
and keep it in focus
decompose the IT governance components into well defined work
packages (assign an owner and champion to each process component)
develop an IT governance action plan, identify deliverables, establish
priorities, milestones, allocate resources and measure progress
sponsor organizational and individual certifications in the IT governance
component areas, where they are available (eg PMP, ITIL, IT Security,
IT Audit, BCP, Outsourcing, eSCM, COP, etc.)
identify enabling technologies to support the IT governance initiative
establish a ‘web portal’ to access IT governance policies, processes,
information, communications and provide support
market and communicate the IT ‘value proposition’ and celebrate wins
plan for and sustain IT governance process improvements and link to
a reward and incentive structure; create a ‘continuous IT governance
improvement’ group to sustain the framework

• do not focus on specific ROI as a measure of success - use TCO (Total
Cost of Operations) and business innovation and transformation metrics
as measures of improvement
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Avoiding IT governance implementation pitfalls
To avoid IT governance implementation pitfalls, key factors to remember
include the following:
• treat the implementation initiative as program or project with a series of
phases with timetables and deliverables
• remember that implementation requires cultural change and
transformation, which requires:
− marketing of the value proposition and overcoming resistance to
change
− managing culture change and transformation
− obtaining executive management buy-in and ownership
− mobilizing commitment for change at multiple organization levels
• manage expectations of all constituents – IT governance takes time and
represents a series of continuous improvement processes
• demonstrate measurable and incremental improvements in the
environment and communicate them to the constituents

IT governance - current and future state transformation
roadmap
In order to develop and/or improve the IT governance process, an
organization must assess its current and future governance state and
develop a transition roadmap for its IT transformation.
Figure 1.7 illustrates a roadmap for an organization to follow, as IT
transitions from its current state to its desired future state or environment.
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IT Governance Process Improvement Flow - In order to develop and/or improve a
governance process (business or IT), an organization must assess its current &
future IT governance state and develop a plan to transform IT.
(Define Future State
of IT Governance and
Components including
Assumptions – This is
an iterative process)

Where do we
want to be?

Vision and
business
objectives

(Assess Current State
of IT Governance Using
a leading Best Practice
Framework like
CMMI of equivalent)

Where are we
now?

(Develop & Implement
Strategies and Actions
For Transformation
form Current to
Future State)

How do we
get where we
want to be?

Process Change

(Performance
Management –
Monitor, measure
progress &
take action)

How do we
know we have
arrived?

Metrics

Assessments

• Imperatives
(must do’s)
• Strategies &
Actions
• SWOT Analysis
(Strengths,
Weaknesses,
Opportunities &
Threats)
• Gaps
• Core Competencies
• Adopt best
practices &
industry models
• Executive Champion
• Project Management
• Deliverables
• Technology enablers/
on-ramps
• Balanced
Scorecard

Figure 1.6 IT governance – current and future state transformation flow

Future state of IT governance – a blueprint concept
When all is said and done, most organizations would like to have an
effective IT governance process and environment. Figure 1.8 identifies
a blueprint of the ‘ideal’ future state and the key components that are
necessary for effective governance deployment and strategic planning
(business/IT alignment driven), application and infrastructure
development (metrics driven) programs and projects and IT service
support and delivery (metrics driven). Other components that should
be added include architecture, security, business continuity, back-up and
disaster recovery and related areas.
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SBU Requirements

SLA’s
KPIs

Project Team

Project Team

Project 2 –
Enhancement or
Maintenance

• Business/IT Exec. Steering Council council sets top-down IT
spending targets and allocation across business portfolios, reviews
all strategic roadmaps and investment plans, prioritizes IT
opportunities across all areas, defines key programs, approves final
roadmaps and conducts periodic program/operating reviews

Business Intelligence

Program Management
Office (PMO)

• PMO tracks the status of each active project,
helps resolve issues and escalates critical issues
to a PMO Steering Committee via a dashboard,
and authorizes change management activities

Project Team

Project Team

Infrastructure
Programs

• The Business and IT Leads complete more detailed business cases for programs
in the roadmap

Business/IT Exec.
Steering Council

• Each core business process area submits its strategic
roadmap together with business justification for review
and approval, and finalizes them based on decisions
made by the Business/IT Exec. Steering Council

• Internal resources plan and
manages changes/risks using
ITIL-compliant processes

• Internal or outsourced

OLA’s
KPIs

• Internal resources plan and
deliver services using
ITIL-compliant processes

• Internal or outsourced
resources manage each
technology domain

Infrastructure
Operations

Service Delivery (Metric Driven)
Planning &
Implementation

• All processes are documented and monitored for compliance

Change/Risk
Management

User
Support

Service Support (Metric Driven)

• Each Project Team executes its project by following well defined, repeatable methodologies/processes, and technical architecture standards
• Each Project Team draws its key resources from common pools of internal, Centers of Excellence, but outsources where appropriate

Project Team

Project Team

Project 1 – New
Initiative

Figure 1.7 Future state IT governance: a blueprint concept

Compliance

Employees

Suppliers

Customers

User Groups

• Project Teams receive formal
authorization from PMO before
initiating and closing projects,
and releasing to production

• Each Program Manager initiates
projects as specified on the
approved roadmap by forming
cross-functional Project Teams

• IT establishes a Program
Manager and budget for each
key program approved by the
Exec. Steering Council

(Finance)

Functional/Corporate
Needs

Strategic Planning (Business/IT Alignment Driven)

Application/Infrastructure Development (Metric Driven)/Programs/Projects

• The IT Leads also serve as the Single
Point of Contact to their respective
Business Unit Leads, address requests
for new/changing requirements and
address all service issues

• The Business and IT Leads for each
core business process jointly develop
and prioritize requirements, and
agree on a strategic alignment and
investment plan

• Business and IT Leads are defined for
each of an enterprise’s core business
process area
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1.4 Summary and key take aways
Summary
IT governance is a broad and complex topic with many parts. IT
governance represents a journey. It is not a one time event, and to achieve
higher levels of IT maturity, IT governance should be persistently and
relentlessly pursued, both from a top-down and a bottom-up perspective.
Creating and sustaining a more effective IT governance environment will
take time and resources, and should be focused on achieving incremental
IT governance successes in priority areas, based on their value proposition
or reduction of major ‘pain point’ to the organization.
It is critical to break down or segment the IT governance initiative into
manageable, assignable and measurable components or work packages,
with targeted deliverables. It is important to define clear roles for the
Board, executive management and the IT governance project team,
including ownership and accountability for each component and the
overall initiative.
IT governance requires all three critical pillars to succeed: leadership,
organization and people, scalable and flexible processes and enabling
technologies.

Key take aways
The approach to IT governance must be consistent, but yet scalable, and
tailored to each organization’s environment and management style, key
issues, opportunities, level of maturity, audit/legal requirements, available
resources and cultural readiness. Remember, IT governance represents a
journey, hopefully, towards higher levels of IT maturity, effectiveness and
integration with the business.
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